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ABSTRACT
The accretion flow around the Galactic Centre black hole Sagittarius A* (Sgr A∗) is ex-
pected to have an electron temperature that is distinct from the ion temperature, due
to weak Coulomb coupling in the low-density plasma. We present four two-temperature
general relativistic radiative magnetohydrodynamic (GRRMHD) simulations of Sgr A∗
performed with the code KORAL. These simulations use different electron heating pre-
scriptions, motivated by different models of the underlying plasma microphysics. We
compare the Landau-damped turbulent cascade model used in previous work with a
new prescription we introduce based on the results of particle-in-cell simulations of
magnetic reconnection. With the turbulent heating model, electrons are preferentially
heated in the polar outflow, whereas with the reconnection model electrons are heated
by nearly the same fraction everywhere in the accretion flow. The spectra of the two
models are similar around the submillimetre synchrotron peak, but the models heated
by magnetic reconnection produce variability more consistent with the level observed
from Sgr A∗. All models produce 230 GHz images with distinct black hole shadows
which are consistent with the image size measured by the Event Horizon Telescope,
but only the turbulent heating produces an anisotropic ‘disc-jet’ structure where the
image is dominated by a polar outflow or jet at frequencies below the synchrotron
peak. None of our models can reproduce the observed radio spectral slope, the large
near-infrared and X-ray flares, or the near-infrared spectral index, all of which suggest
non-thermal electrons are needed to fully explain the emission from Sgr A∗.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – black hole physics – relativistic processes –
methods: numerical – radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – Galaxy: centre
1 INTRODUCTION
Observations of Sagittarius A* (Sgr A∗), the ∼ 4 × 106M
black hole at the centre of the Milky Way, offer a unique win-
dow on accretion physics, collisionless plasma processes, and
gravity itself. In contrast to distant luminous active galactic
nuclei, the accretion flow surrounding Sgr A∗ has an ex-
tremely low luminosity ∼ 10−9 of Eddington (Falcke et al.
1998; Genzel et al. 2003; Baganoff et al. 2003) and a low
mass accretion rate ∼ 10−7 of Eddington (Agol 2000; Bower
et al. 2003; Marrone et al. 2007).
The low luminosity and spectrum of Sgr A∗ and similar
systems have been successfully explained within the con-
text of analytic advection-dominated accretion flow models
? E-mail: achael@cfa.harvard.edu
(ADAFs: Ichimaru 1977; Rees et al. 1982; Narayan & Yi
1994; Narayan et al. 1995, 1998; Mahadevan 1998; Bland-
ford & Begelman 1999). In these systems, most of the gravi-
tational potential energy liberated by the infall of gas is lost
by advection across the black hole event horizon or in an
outflow (see the review by Yuan & Narayan 2014). Conse-
quently, the radiative luminosity of these systems is very low.
Forthcoming spatially resolved observations at 230 GHz by
the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) (Doeleman et al. 2008)
will produce images of the submillimetre emission from the
Sgr A∗ accretion flow within a few Schwarzchild radii of the
black hole. Observations with the GRAVITY interferometer
(Gillessen et al. 2010) will track the near-infrared centroid
during flares with similar precision.
While analytic models can successfully explain ele-
ments of the spectrum of Sgr A∗, they are typically one-
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dimensional and rely on artificial viscosity for angular mo-
mentum transport. They are therefore not suitable for de-
tailed comparisons with Sgr A∗’s spectrum and rapid vari-
ability. These features are most easily explored via simu-
lations. Fortunately, ADAF models are optically thin and
geometrically thick, making them particularly tractable
for grid-based magnetohydrodynamic simulations. Multiple
general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) and
radiative magnetohydrodynamic (GRRMHD) codes have
been developed to simulate the plasma flow around black
holes (e.g. Komissarov 1999; De Villiers et al. 2003; Gammie
et al. 2003; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2007; Sa¸dowski et al. 2013,
2014; McKinney et al. 2014; Ryan et al. 2015). These codes
have been successfully applied to simulations of low accre-
tion rate systems like Sgr A* (e.g. Hawley 2000; De Villiers
et al. 2003; Gammie et al. 2003; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2010;
McKinney et al. 2012; Narayan et al. 2012) and have been
successfully used to demonstrate that viscosity in these col-
lisionless systems can arise by turbulence generated by the
magnetorotational instability (MRI: Balbus & Hawley 1998;
De Villiers et al. 2003; Narayan et al. 2012).
In hot ionized systems like Sgr A*, Coulomb coupling
between electrons and ions is inefficient. Electrons and ions
will therefore have distinct temperatures. Knowledge of the
electron temperature is necessary to produce images and
spectra from simulations for comparison to observations.
Often, the electron-to-gas temperature ratio is set manu-
ally after the simulation. Usually Te/Tgas is fixed to a con-
stant value, (e.g. Mos´cibrodzka et al. 2009; Dexter et al.
2010), but some authors have divided the simulation into
jet and disc regions with different temperature ratios (e.g
Mos´cibrodzka & Falcke 2013; Mos´cibrodzka et al. 2014;
Chan et al. 2015a,b), or computed temperature ratios based
on fluid properties in the midplane (e.g. Shcherbakov et al.
2012).
Ressler et al. (2015) and Sa¸dowski et al. (2017) have de-
veloped codes which self-consistently evolve a thermal elec-
tron population alongside the other fluid variables. In the
method of Ressler et al. (2015), a single fluid accretion flow
is simulated with a standard GRMHD code. Dissipation in
the simulation is then identified and applied as heating in
the evolution the electron entropy in a post-processing step.
In (Ressler et al. 2017), this method successfully produced
a model of Sgr A∗in line with observations of the quiescent
spectrum and variability properties. Sa¸dowski et al. (2017)
built a more general framework in which ions and electrons
are evolved simultaneously along with the total gas and ra-
diation in a GRRMHD simulation, including radiative and
Coulomb couplings (although the latter is not important
for Sgr A∗). In this method, the electron temperature is
obtained ‘on the fly’ during the simulation and not com-
puted during post-processing. Recently, Ryan et al. (2017)
have adapted the method of Ressler et al. (2015) for self-
consistent evolution of a thermal electron population in a
GRRMHD simulation with frequency-dependent radiative
transport (Ryan et al. 2015).
While the physics of electron cooling (due to syn-
chrotron, free-free, and inverse Compton emission) is well
understood, the physics of electron heating in collisionless
accretion flows is largely unconstrained. As the gas falls in
toward the black hole, it is heated by both adiabatic com-
pression and viscous dissipation. In a simulation, the total
amount of viscous dissipation generated in each spatial cell
at each timestep can be computed numerically by compar-
ing the energy generated in the total gas evolution to the
adiabatically evolved entropies of the different component
fluids. However, the fraction of the viscous heat that goes
into the electrons is determined by microphysical processes
beyond the reach of the GRMHD simulation. The best one
can do is to model this microphysical heating via a sub-grid
prescription.
Past works (Ressler et al. 2015; Sa¸dowski et al. 2017;
Ressler et al. 2017; Ryan et al. 2017) have used a heating
prescription based on the Landau-damped cascade of weakly
collisional MHD turbulence (Howes 2010). This model was
originally developed for solar wind observations, and it is
unclear if it is applicable in the environment around Sgr A∗,
where electrons are expected to be nearly or entirely rela-
tivistic.
It has recently been suggested that magnetic reconnec-
tion may be a critical element of MHD turbulence (Carbone
et al. 1990; Boldyrev & Loureiro 2017; Loureiro & Boldyrev
2017; Mallet et al. 2017; Comisso & Asenjo 2018). In the dy-
namic alignment picture (Boldyrev 2006), turbulent eddies
become progressively more sheet-like, and more susceptible
to the tearing mode instability which drives reconnection
as their characteristic scale gets smaller. One would then
expect that energy dissipation in MHD turbulence is ulti-
mately mediated by reconnection at small scales. Motivated
by this fact, Rowan et al. (2017) explored magnetic recon-
nection as an alternative physical origin of electron heating
for a range of plasma parameters closer to those expected
in the gas around Sgr A∗(see also Werner et al. (2018) for
a similar study). They performed a suite of particle-in-cell
simulations of anti-parallel reconnection (i.e., in the absence
of a guide field perpendicular to the alternating fields), and
they measured the relative amounts of the resulting electron
and ion heating as a function of the local plasma conditions.
In this paper we present the results of four 3D two-
temperature simulations of Sgr A∗ using the code KORAL
(Sa¸dowski et al. 2013, 2014, 2017). In these simulations,
we compare the Landau-damped turbulent cascade heating
prescription from Howes (2010) with a new prescription for
magnetic reconnection heating that is fit to particle-in-cell
simulation data from Rowan et al. (2017). We perform a
simulation for each heating prescription at both low (a = 0)
and high (a = 0.9375) black hole spins.
In Section 2, we review the method of Sa¸dowski et al.
(2017) for evolving thermal electron and ion entropies along-
side the other fluid variables. We also introduce the two heat-
ing prescriptions considered in this paper and describe their
dependence on plasma parameters. In Section 3, we describe
the setup of our numerical simulations and our method for
computing spectra and images from the simulation outputs.
In Section 4 we present the results of our simulations. We
discuss the dynamics, thermodynamics, and magnetization
of the accreting gas, and we describe the predicted spec-
tra, lightcurves, and 230 GHz images such as may soon be
observed by the Event Horizon Telescope (Doeleman et al.
2008). In Section 5 we compare our results with those of
Ressler et al. (2017) and discuss their implications for fu-
ture models of Sgr A∗. We conclude in Section 6.
We note that, in Sgr A∗, electron-electron collisions may
not be sufficient to entirely relax the electron distribution
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function to a thermal Maxwellian (Mahadevan & Quataert
1997). Shocks and magnetic reconnection can accelerate a
fraction of the electrons into relativistic non-thermal dis-
tributions which persist alongside the lower-energy thermal
distribution. In Chael et al. (2017), we introduced an exten-
sion of the two species thermal approach (Sa¸dowski et al.
(2017) and this work) to evolve arbitrary electron distri-
butions in accretion simulations. We found that localized
non-thermal particle injection is likely necessary to produce
the extreme infrared and X-ray flares observed in Sgr A*
(Ball et al. 2016). The present work confirms this conclu-
sion. A forthcoming work will explore localized non-thermal
particle acceleration models in the context of self-consistent
accretion simulations as candidates for the origin of these
flares.
2 ELECTRON AND ION THERMODYNAMICS
2.1 Evolution Equations
In this section, we review the method used in the GRRMHD
code KORAL for evolving a two-temperature fluid (Sa¸dowski
et al. 2017). Standard GRMHD simulations (e.g. Gammie
et al. 2003) track a magnetic field four-vector bµ coupled to
a single ionized perfect fluid (assumed for the remainder of
this work to be pure Hydrogen), which is characterized by
a gas density ρ, internal energy density u, and four-velocity
uµ. The pressure p is determined by the internal energy u
and the adiabatic index Γgas, p = (Γgas−1)u. The adiabatic
index is typically fixed at the non-relativistic monatomic
value Γgas = 5/3. The perfect fluid is evolved using the
conservation of rest mass and stress-energy, combined with
the ideal MHD induction equation.
Radiative general relativistic MHD simulations (GR-
RMHD) add an additional massless fluid to represent the
frequency-integrated radiation field. Under the M1 closure
scheme used in Sa¸dowski et al. (2013, 2014); McKinney et al.
(2014), the radiation field is completely determined by a rest
frame radiation energy density E¯ and a timelike four veloc-
ity uµr 6= uµ of the frame where the radiation is isotropic.
The coupling between the radiation and gas is determined
by frequency-averaged opacities κ due to synchrotron and
bremsstrahlung emission, and inverse Compton scattering.
Furthermore, by introducing the photon number density n¯r
as an additional simulation variable, we can obtain the ra-
diation temperature Tr (roughly corresponding to the peak
frequency) under the assumption that the radiation spec-
trum is a grey body (Sa¸dowski & Narayan 2015).
Sa¸dowski et al. (2017) introduced two-temperature GR-
RMHD to KORAL. In this method, we assume both electrons
and ions share the same fluid velocity uµ, and use charge
neutrality to set the number densities ne = ni = n = ρ/mi,
where mi is the proton mass. We then evolve two new fluid
variables: the entropy per particle of electrons (se) and ions
(si). The species rest-frame temperatures Te and Ti are func-
tions of the entropy per particle se, si and density (see Ap-
pendix A). Because electrons in hot accretion flows can be
nearly or entirely relativistic, we include for each species an
adiabatic index Γe,i(Θe,i) that depends on the dimension-
less temperature Θe,i = kBTe,i/me,ic
2, where me,mi are the
electron and proton mass, respectively. For non-relativistic
particles (Θe,i  1), Γe,i = 5/3, while for relativistic parti-
cles (Θe,i  1), Γe,i = 4/3. The species energy densities are
then given by
ue,i =
nkBTe,i
Γ(Θe,i)− 1 . (1)
At the end of every timestep, the two species energy den-
sities must add to the separately evolved total gas energy
density u. The adiabatic index of the combined fluid is a
combination of the two species adiabatic indices (see Ap-
pendix A).
The first law of thermodynamics determines the evolu-
tion of the species entropies. In covariant form, this is
Te (nseu
µ);µ = δeq
v + qC − Gˆ0, (2)
Ti (nsiu
µ);µ = (1− δe)qv − qC, (3)
where qv is the total dissipative heating rate, δe is the frac-
tion of the dissipative heating that goes into electrons, qC is
the Coulomb coupling energy exchange rate, and Gˆ0 is the
radiative cooling rate.
In the absence of dissipative heating and cooling (the
right sides of equations 2 and 3 set to zero), the species en-
tropies are conserved and the particles heat and cool only
due to adiabatic compression and expansion. The first source
term on the right hand side of both equations (2) and (3)
is the dissipative heating. Dissipative heating arises in ac-
cretion systems at scales far smaller than the grid-scale by
physical processes which may include turbulent damping,
magnetic reconnection, and shock heating. In our simula-
tions, we cannot resolve these processes but we can identify
the total dissipative heating rate qv numerically at the grid
scale.
To numerically identify the total dissipative heating, af-
ter evolving the fluid through a proper time step ∆τ , we
evolve the thermal entropies adiabatically (solving equa-
tions 2–3 with the right hand sides set to zero). We then
compute the adiabatically evolved energy densities ui, adiab
and ue, adiab (using the relations in Appendix A), and then
compute the total dissipation by comparing their sum to the
total gas energy:
qv =
1
∆τ
[u− ui adiab − ue adiab] . (4)
While the total viscous heating rate can be computed
numerically, the fraction of the heating that goes into the
electrons, δe, must be determined from sub-grid physics as
a function of the local plasma parameters. In section 2.2, we
discuss the two heating prescriptions (functions for δe) that
we explore in this paper.
The second source term on the right hand sides of equa-
tions (2) and (3) is the (weak) Coulomb coupling qC (Step-
ney & Guilbert 1983). Finally, Gˆ0 is the net electron energy
lost to absorption and emission of radiation. In this work, we
consider synchrotron, free-free, and inverse Compton contri-
butions to Gˆ0.
KORAL solves equations (2) and (3) for the electron ther-
modynamics in parallel with conservation equations for the
total matter and radiation fluids and the induction equation
for the magnetic field using a split explicit-implicit scheme.
The advection of quantities across cells is handled explicitly
by reconstructing the appropriate fluxes at the cell walls.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 1. Turbulent cascade heating prescription (Howes 2010).
The electron heating fraction δe (i.e., the fraction of dissipated
energy converted to irreversible electron heating) is plotted as a
function of βi and Ti/Te. At all values of Ti/Te, this prescription
transitions rapidly from putting most of the dissipated energy
into electrons at low βi to putting most of the dissipated energy
into ions at high βi. The red contour denotes δe = 0.5.
The source terms in the evolution equations which repre-
sent the coupling between matter and radiation or between
particle species are applied implicitly at each cell center
(Sa¸dowski et al. 2013, 2014, 2017).
2.2 Electron Heating Prescriptions
In this work, we examine simulations that use two different
sub-grid prescriptions for δe, the fraction of the local dis-
sipative energy generated by the simulation that heats the
electrons. The value of δe is determined by plasma physics
processes that occur below the grid scale. In our simulations,
we explore two different physical prescriptions which deter-
mine δe based on the local plasma physics parameters βi, σi,
and the temperature ratio Ti/Te.
The parameter βi is the ratio of the thermal ion pressure
to the magnetic pressure:
βi =
8pi nikBTi
|B|2 . (5)
In our simulations βi ∼ 10 in the midplane, but above and
below the midplane βi drops to βi ∼ 1, and in the jet region
close to the axis βi < 1.
The magnetization σi compares the magnetic energy to
the rest-mass energy of the fluid:
σi =
|B|2
4pi nimic2
. (6)
In our simulations σi < 1 everywhere except in the inner-
most jet region, but it is still relatively high compared to
more familiar environments such as the non-relativistic so-
lar wind (σi  1). In the accretion disc close to the black
hole (r < 25 rg), σi is generally in the range 1 > σi > 10
−3.
All previous two-temperature GRMHD studies of
Sgr A∗ have used the turbulent heating prescription from
Howes (2010). This prescription is based on calculations
10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1 100 101
βi
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
δ e
σw = 0.03
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σw = 0.3
σw = 1
σw = 3
σw = 10
Figure 2. Reconnection heating prescription (equation 13) fit to
PIC simulation data from Rowan et al. (2017). The irreversible
heating fraction δe is plotted against βi for various values of mag-
netization σw, indicated by the color. Points show the results of
simulations and lines show a fit to these data. Error bars indicate,
roughly, ±1.0σ confidence intervals on the heating fractions ex-
tracted from each PIC simulation. For a given σw, the maximum
allowed βi, where the ions and electrons both are ultra-relativistic,
is βi,max = 1/4σw. The functional form we use constrains the
heating fraction δe → 0.5 as βi → βi,max.
of the Landau damping of a MHD turbulent cascade in a
weakly collisional plasma (Howes et al. 2008b) with σi  1,
and Kolmogorov constants were determined by fitting to
kinetic simulations (Howes et al. 2008a). The Howes pre-
scription matches well to solar wind measurements of the
electron-to-ion heating rates (Howes 2011). The full Howes
fitting function is
δe =
1
1 + fe
, (7)
fe = c1
c22 + β
2−0.2 log10(Ti/Te)
i
c23 + β
2−0.2 log10(Ti/Te)
i
√
miTi
meTe
e−1/βi , (8)
where c1 = 0.92 and c2 = 1.6Te/Ti, c3 = 18+5 log10(Ti/Te)
if Ti > Te, and c2 = 1.2Te/Ti, c3 = 18 if Ti < Te.
The Howes turbulent cascade prescription is a weak
function of the temperature ratio Te/Ti but a strong func-
tion of βi (see Fig. 1). It gives most of the turbulent heat-
ing to electrons at low βi, and conversely gives most of the
heating to ions at high βi. This is a general result predicted
for damped MHD turbulence (Quataert & Gruzinov 1999).
Since δe ≈ 1 in regions of low βi, when the Howes turbulent
cascade prescription is applied to accretion simulations, we
expect the resulting electron temperature to be higher in
the polar/jet region (where βi < 1) when compared to the
equatorial plane (where βi > 1).
It has recently been suggested that the nature of MHD
turbulence at small scales (where the dissipation happens)
is modified by magnetic reconnection (Carbone et al. 1990;
Boldyrev & Loureiro 2017; Loureiro & Boldyrev 2017; Mal-
let et al. 2017; Comisso & Asenjo 2018). Turbulent eddies
become sheet-like, and they naturally fragment into plas-
moids/magnetic islands via the tearing mode instability of
reconnecting current sheets. One would then expect that
energy dissipation in MHD turbulence is ultimately medi-
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 3. Magnetic reconnection heating prescription (equation 13). (Left) δe plotted as a function of the independent variables βi and
σw. The red contour denotes δe = 0.5, which occurs only at βi,max = 1/4σw. (Right) δe plotted as a function of βi and Ti in Kelvin,
assuming Ti = Te. Most of the dissipated energy goes into ions at low βi, and δe → 0.5 at high temperatures.
ated by reconnection. For this reason, we compare the Howes
prescription for particle heating from turbulent dissipation
to one developed from measurements of electron heating
in fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of trans-
relativistic reconnection presented in Rowan et al. (2017).
In these PIC simulations, the strength of the magnetic field
is parametrized by the magnetization as defined with respect
to the fluid enthalpy w:
σw =
|B|2
4pi w
=
|B|2
4pi (nimic2 + Γiui + Γeue)
, (9)
where the adiabatic indices Γe,Γi are functions of dimen-
sionless temperatures Θe,Θi respectively (see Appendix A).
If we assume Te = Ti we can write σw as
σw|Te=Ti =
2
βi
(
Θ−1i +
Γi
Γi−1 +
Γe
Γe−1
) . (10)
From equation (10), we can see that for a given σw, βi has
a maximum value βi,max = 1/4σw which is achieved in the
limit when both species are highly relativistic and the ther-
mal energy dominates the rest mass energy (Θi  1, Γi,e →
4/3).
The magnetization σw represents the initial magnetic
energy per electron-proton pair in units of initial parti-
cle enthalpy. Through the reconnection of magnetic fields,
some of this initial magnetic energy can be transferred
from the electromagnetic field to particles, as plasma
passes from the pre-reconnection ‘upstream’ to the post-
reconnection‘downstream’ region. In the simulations of
Rowan et al. (2017), plasma is initialized with a given tem-
perature ratio Te/Ti, magnetization σw, and plasma-beta βi
in the upstream region; the heating of electrons and protons
is assessed by comparing the internal energy of particles in
the upstream to those in the reconnection outflows.
Rowan et al. (2017) present results for both species for
both the total heating across the reconnection region and the
irreversible heating, which represents a genuine increase in
the species entropy. In their treatment, the adiabatic heat-
ing ∆u ,adiab is obtained by integrating the adiabatic first
law of thermodynamics (dU = −pdV ) across the reconnec-
tion region (see their eq. 20 for details). The irreversible
heating is then obtained by subtracting off the adiabatic
compressional heating from the total heating identified in
their simulations. That is, if ue ,down and ui ,up are the elec-
tron energy densities measured downstream and upstream
of reconnection, the irreversible heating electron heating is
∆ue ,irr = (ue ,down − ue ,up)−∆ue ,adiab. (11)
and the ratio of the irreversible electron heating to the com-
bined irreversible electron and ion heating is
δe =
∆ue ,irr
∆ue ,irr + ∆ui ,irr
. (12)
We note that computing the irreversible, dissipative
heating using Eq. 11 assumes that adiabatic compression
and dissipation occur at distinct times and that compression
occurs entirely before dissipation. In reality, both dissipation
and compression occur simultaneously across the reconnec-
tion region, so the actual amount of dissipation generated
is path-dependent. To investigate the dependence of the ir-
reversible heating ratios δe calculated with the method of
Eq. (12) used in Rowan et al. (2017), we performed a test
in the opposite limit. Taking the temperatures and parti-
cle densities before and after reconnection from the simula-
tions in Rowan et al. (2017), we computed how much dis-
sipation would be needed for each species if all dissipation
occurred before compression. Presumably, the physical situ-
ation is bounded by these two extreme cases where dissipa-
tion occurs either entirely before or entirely after compres-
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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sion. Across all the PIC simulations considered, the change
in δe was on the order of ∼20 per cent. The overall trend of
δe with σw and βi is unchanged, and the sharp qualitative
difference between the numbers from Rowan et al. (2017)
simulations and the results of Howes (2010) persists.
We use the measured irreversible heating ratios δe from
Rowan et al. (2017) and derive a fitting function with a
similar functional form and the same asymptotic behavior as
the fit to the total heating ratio presented in equation (34) of
Rowan et al. (2017). Our reconnection heating prescription
is thus
δe =
1
2
exp
[−(1− βi/βi,max)
0.8 + σ0.5w
]
, (13)
where βi < βi,max = 1/4σw. This fit has expected behav-
ior in cases when the downstream scale separation between
electrons and protons is of order unity. For example, when
βi → βi,max or σw  1. When βi → βi,max, δe = 0.5 for any
value of σw. Similarly, when σw  1, δe = 0.5, independent
of βi.
In Fig. 2, we show the irreversible heating fractions δe
as measured in PIC simulations from Rowan et al. (2017).
The initial conditions of the upstream plasma in these sim-
ulations span the trans-relativistic regime of reconnection.
In all PIC simulation data presented, the upstream tem-
perature ratio is fixed to unity (Te/Ti = 1) and the mass
ratio is the physical mi/me = 1836. For these PIC simula-
tions, the ratio of ion thermal to magnetic pressure spans
the range 10−4 < βi < 10, and the magnetization ranges
from 0.03 < σw < 10. Each curve in Fig. 2, corresponding
to a particular value of σw, is plotted as a function of βi up
to its maximum possible value βi,max = 1/4σw. The dashed
black line at δe = 0.5 indicates the limit for which electrons
and ions have comparable heating efficiencies, δe → 0.5. Al-
though the data in Fig. 2 refer to simulations initialized
with Te/Ti = 1, we have found that the electron and proton
heating efficiencies are nearly independent of the upstream
temperature ratio, in the regime 0.1 6 Te/Ti 6 1 we ex-
plored.
Fig. 3 shows that equation (13) has qualitatively dis-
tinct behavior from the Howes turbulent cascade heating
prescription, equation (7). At fixed σw, taking βi → βi,max
leads to δe → 0.5, while taking high magnetizations σw  1
also leads to δe → 0.5. Plotting equation (13) as a func-
tion of Ti and βi, making the assumption that Ti = Te,
we see that in the regime of interest for our simulations
(Te ∼ 1010–1012 K), δe is relatively low, δe ≈ 0.2–0.3. In con-
trast to the turbulent heating model, δe never exceeds 0.5,
indicating that we should never expect Te > Ti in accretion
simulations using this model. For values βi  βi,max, the ir-
reversible heating fraction approaches a constant value that
depends only on the magnetization; this asymptotic value
of δe at βi  βi,max decreases with the magnetization, as
shown in Fig. 3. In the limit of non-relativistic reconnection
(σw  0.1), our fitting function yields δe → 0.14, which
is consistent with the expectation that the heating fraction
in the nonrelativistic reconnection limit is independent of
magnetization. This is in rough agreement with recent lab-
oratory experiments (Eastwood et al. 2013; Yamada et al.
2014) and spacecraft observations (Phan et al. 2013, 2014).
In all PIC simulations used here, the magnetization
σw > 0.03, while the accretion simulations presented in this
work have σw . 10−3 in the midplane of the accretion disc at
radii larger than r & 25 rg. If the behavior of δe from recon-
nection changes in the low σw regime, this will have a major
effect on the results of our global two-temperature Sgr A∗
simulations. Future PIC studies are needed to investigate
electron heating from reconnection at low magnetization,
σw < 0.03.
In addition, our PIC simulations focused on the case of
anti-parallel reconnection. This may explain in part the dis-
crepancy between the heating efficiencies quoted in Rowan
et al. (2017) and the conclusions of Numata & Loureiro
(2015), who performed gyrokinetic simulations (implicitly
assuming strong guide fields) of non-relativistic reconnec-
tion. They found an excess of electron heating at low beta,
similar to the qualitative predictions of the Howes (2010)
prescription.1 A further fundamental difference between
might lie in the fact that the simulations by Numata &
Loureiro (2015) at βi = 0.01 did not show any secondary
plasmoids, possibly as a consequence of the limited domain
size, whereas the reconnection layer in Rowan et al. (2017)’s
PIC simulations at low βi is copiously fragmented into sec-
ondary magnetic islands (fig. 5 of Rowan et al. 2017). Such
secondary plasmoids are efficient sites of ion heating. The ef-
ficiency of electron heating in PIC simulations of plasmoid-
dominated reconnection in the strong guide field regime will
be presented in a forthcoming work. Furthermore, we note
that reconnection in collisionless accretion flows itself likely
occurs at the endpoint of a turbulent cascade. Considering
the effects of turbulence between the grid scale and the re-
connection scale may modify the results used here (see e.g.
Shay et al. 2018).
Finally, we note that two-fluid studies of the magne-
torotational instability (MRI) using shearing box simula-
tions have shown that pressure anisotropies can lead to sub-
stantial viscous heating at large scales (e.g. Sharma et al.
2007; Riquelme et al. 2012; Sironi & Narayan 2015; Sironi
2015; Riquelme et al. 2016). Sharma et al. (2007) note that
this large-scale dissipation could account for 50 per cent of
the electron heating in systems like Sgr A∗. This large-scale
heating can be captured in a two-fluid GRMHD simula-
tion that includes viscous stresses from pressure anisotropy.
Chandra et al. (2015) introduced a formalism later imple-
mented in the code grim (Chandra et al. 2017) which cap-
tures viscous heating from pressure anisotropies in a single-
fluid framework. However, while Ressler et al. (2015, 2017)
include anisotropic electron heat flux along field lines in their
two-temperature simulations, they do not include the pres-
sure anisotropy term that could give rise to large-scale elec-
tron heating. We also neglect this large-scale heating in the
present work and focus exclusively on grid-scale dissipation.
3 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
3.1 Units
In the accretion simulations presented below, we fix the
black hole mass to a value appropriate for Sgr A∗, M =
1 Still, the ratio of ion to electron heating efficiency that they
measured at low beta (∼ 10−3 for βi = 0.01) is much higher than
the prediction of the Howes (2010) model.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Model Spin Heating rmin rmax Nr × Nθ × Nφ [ti, tf] (tg) M˙(M˙Edd) ΦBH
(
(M˙c)1/2rg
)
H-Lo 0 Turb. Cascade 1.5 5000 320× 192× 96 [2.8× 104, 3.3× 104] 3× 10−7 5
R-Lo 0 Mag. Reconnection 1.5 5000 320× 192× 96 [2.5× 104, 3.0× 104] 7× 10−7 4
H-Hi 0.9375 Turb. Cascade 1 5000 320× 192× 96 [2.7× 104, 3.2× 104] 2× 10−7 6
R-Hi 0.9375 Mag. Reconnection 1 5000 320× 192× 96 [2.8× 104, 3.3× 104] 3× 10−7 3
4×106 M (Gillessen et al. 2009; Chatzopoulos et al. 2015).
We use the gravitational radius rg = GM/c
2 = 6×1011 cm =
0.04 AU as the unit of length, and tg = rg/c = 20 s as the
unit of time. The Eddington accretion rate is defined as
M˙Edd =
LEdd
ηc2
=
4piGMmp
ηc σT
, (14)
where LEdd is the Eddington luminosity, and we set the
efficiency η = 0.057 for both spins. Thus for Sgr A∗, the
Eddington accretion rate M˙Edd = 0.16M yr−1, and the
Eddington luminosity LEdd = 5× 1044 erg s−1.
3.2 Simulation Grid and Initial Conditions
We set up our simulations in the Kerr metric using a mod-
ified Kerr-Schild coordinate grid. The central black hole in
each model had a mass of 4×106M. We used two spin val-
ues in our simulations: a = 0 (spin zero case) and a = 0.9375
(high spin case). At both spins we ran two simulations,
one for each of the heating prescriptions described in Sec-
tion 2.2. Thus, we have four models: a spin zero turbulent
heating prescription model, H-Lo, a spin zero model using
our new magnetic reconnection heating prescription, R-Lo, a
spin 0.935 turbulent heating prescription model, H-Hi, and a
corresponding 0.9375 spin model heated by magnetic recon-
nection, R-Hi. The simulation parameters are summarized
in Table 1.
We ran each simulation in a 3D grid with a resolution
of 256× 192 × 96 cells in radius, polar angle, and azimuth.
The radial cells are distributed exponentially from a Boyer-
Lindquist radius rmin inside the black hole horizon out to
5 × 103 rg. The azimuthal cells are distributed uniformly
over the range [−pi, pi], while the polar angle cells are sam-
pled over the interval [0, pi] using the function presented in
Appendix B. To better resolve the MRI in the disc, our
grids more densely sample the regions closer to the equa-
torial plane. We also follow Tchekhovskoy et al. (2011) in
‘cylindrifying’ the polar axis cells near the black hole; this
speeds up the simulation by increasing the cell sizes along
the axis near the black hole, relaxing the global Courant
limit on the time step size.
The initial gas torii were set up using the Penna et al.
(2013) model, with weak dipolar field loops added in the
(r, θ) plane. The initial energy in electrons was taken as one
per cent of the total gas energy, with the remainder in ions.
Our initial torii and simulation grids are presented in more
detail in Appendix B, and displayed in Fig. B1.
To slightly speed up our simulations during the initial
stages, we first ran the models for a total time of 2× 104 tg
in 2D, suppressing the φ coordinate and assuming axisym-
metry. During this step we used the mean-field dynamo pre-
sented in Sa¸dowski et al. (2015) to prevent the decay of the
magnetic field. After running the simulations for 2 × 104 tg
in 2D, we regridded the output into 3D, rescaled the density
by a factor of 10, and introduced 5 per cent perturbations in
the azimuthal three-velocity vφ to seed departures from ax-
isymmetry. The rescaling factor of 10 was chosen from test
simulations in order to achieve the desired accretion rate
(M˙ ∼ 10−7 M˙Edd) in the 3D run; since the level of angular
momentum transport facilitated by the self-consistent MRI
turbulence is somewhat less than that supplied by the dy-
namo in 2D, the accretion rate was generally lower in 3D
than in 2D for the same gas density. We ran the simulations
in 3D for another 1.5× 104 tg, with the mean-field dynamo
turned off.
In evolving the explicit part of the GRRMHD equations
and the electron/ion thermodynamic equations, we used the
piecewise parabolic method (PPM) to reconstruct fluxes at
the cell walls. We found that using PPM produced results
in 3D with more stable accretion rates over the 5000 to
10,000 rg intervals we consider than the linear flux-limiter
methods often used in GRMHD simulations.
Throughout the run of each simulation, we saved snap-
shots of the evolved variables every 10 tg. The results pre-
sented below correspond to a 5000 tg period for each sim-
ulation, taken from somewhere between 2.5 × 104tg and
3.5×104tg (see Table 1 for the exact range selected for each
simulation).
3.3 Radiative Transfer
We compute spectra and lightcurves from our simula-
tions using the post-processing code HEROIC, (Zhu et al.
2015; Narayan et al. 2016). HEROIC solves for a spectrum
and angular distribution of radiation at each grid posi-
tion self-consistently using the geodesic equation and ra-
diative transfer equation. This self-consistent solution al-
lows different geodesics to exchange intensities due to scat-
tering of photons by electrons. We include synchrotron,
bremsstrahlung, and inverse Compton scattering in the
HEROIC post-processing. At the 1.3 mm observing wave-
length of the EHT, synchrotron radiation dominates the
emission. To produce higher-resolution images of the accre-
tion flow at 1.3 mm wavelength, we use the ray tracing and
radiative transfer code grtrans (Dexter 2016) using only
thermal synchrotron opacities.
We compute spectra and lightcurves for several different
inclination angles (10◦, 20◦, 40◦, 60◦, 80◦, and 90◦), mea-
sured down from the north pole. In computing lightcurves,
we use the ‘fast light’ approximation, where individual im-
ages are computed using fixed lab frame time slices of the
simulation output, not allowing allow the fluid to evolve as
photons propagate in postprocessing.
Before running HEROIC, we scale the density and mag-
netic field in the simulations (keeping the electron temper-
ature fixed), so as to match the average observed Sgr A∗
1.3 mm flux density (≈ 3.5 Jy: Bower et al. 2015) at 60◦ in-
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clination. The scaling factors were different for each model,
ranging from 0.06 (model H-Hi) to 1.75 (model R-Lo). Be-
cause our two-temperature GRRMHD simulations include
radiation and Coulomb couplings that are not scale-free,
this procedure is not consistent if these couplings are dy-
namically important. For Sgr A∗ Coulomb and radiation
couplings do not significantly alter the gas dynamics, so a
limited amount of rescaling in post-processing should not af-
fect the validity of our results. A more consistent procedure
would be to identify rescaling factors and then re-run the se-
lected part of the simulation with the scaled primitives. This
will be particularly important in higher accretion rate sys-
tems where radiation coupling starts to become important,
such as M87 (Ryan et al. 2018).
Because σi can exceed unity in the jet region close to the
poles, the plasma dynamics in this region are dominated by
the magnetic field. Small errors in the total conserved energy
in the simulation can then lead to large errors in the fluid
energy and hence the electron temperature. Furthermore,
the density is extremely low in this region and is often de-
termined by an arbitrary floor. For these reasons, we remove
the innermost 4 layers of cells closest to each polar axis in
our postprocessing.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Accretion Flow Properties
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show quantities averaged in azimuth and
time over the 5000 tg period selected for each model (see
Table 1). Fig. 4 displays the mass density ρ, the gas temper-
ature Tgas, the electron temperature Te, the ion temperature
Ti, the temperature ratio Te/Ti, and the effective gas adia-
batic index, Γgas (see equation A8). Fig. 5 shows the elec-
tron heating fraction δe, the magnetization σi, the ratio of
ion thermal pressure to magnetic pressure βi, the fluid frame
radiation power per unit volume Gˆ0, and the power per unit
volume produced by inverse Compton scattering Gˆ0IC , as
calculated in KORAL using frequency-averaged quantities
(Sa¸dowski & Narayan 2015). Fig. 6 shows angular profiles
of the dimensionless electron temperature, Θe = kBTe/mec
2,
δe, σi, and βi, taken at three different radii. Before averag-
ing, the primitive quantities in each simulation were scaled
so as to produce an average 230 GHz flux density of ap-
proximately 3.5 Jy. Derived quantities like the species tem-
peratures and radiation power were then recomputed from
the scaled primitives. Temperatures and dimensionless ratios
are unchanged by this scaling, but the density and radiation
power profiles are affected.
In Fig. 4, we see that all four models produce discs
that are geometrically thick. Each simulation was run from
an initial torus with almost identical initial density profiles
with only a slight difference between the two spins consid-
ered. However, because of the rescaling required to produce
a 230 GHz flux density near the measured value for Sgr A∗,
the final density profiles show significant differences among
the models. In particular, due to cooler electron tempera-
tures in the funnel and inner disc, the density in the low
spin magnetic reconnection heating model R-Lo had to be
scaled up to produce the right 230 GHz flux density. In con-
trast, the high electron temperatures in the jet/funnel re-
gion and stronger magnetic field in model H-Hi required
a large downscaling in density. These differences in den-
sity are also apparent in the average accretion rates pre-
sented in Table 1; disc R-Lo has the highest accretion rate
of 7× 10−7 M˙Edd, while disc H-Hi has the lowest overall ac-
cretion rate of 2 × 10−7 M˙Edd. The accretion rates for all
four models fall within the limits for Sgr A∗ set by Faraday
rotation measurements (Marrone et al. 2007).
In addition, the βi and σi distributions for the models
plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 show that all four models are largely
in the same regime with regards to pressure and magnetic
field strength, with some notable differences. All four models
have low levels of magnetic flux, with the amount of time-
averaged flux threading the black hole Φ/(M˙c)1/2rg < 10
in all cases. This puts our discs squarely in the Standard
and Normal Evolution regime of accretion (SANE; Narayan
et al. 2012), well below a Magnetically Arrested Disc (MAD;
Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Ruzmaikin 1976; Narayan et al. 2003;
Igumenshchev et al. 2003; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2011) regime,
where ΦBH/(M˙c)
1/2rg ≈ 50. The two low-spin models have
lower field strengths, with σi < 0.1 everywhere except ex-
tremely close to the black hole, and σi falls to 10
−3 past
20 rg. Both high spin models produce more field strength in
the jet region, but σi still falls rapidly with radius in the
equatorial plane. Of the four models, the turbulent heating
prescription at high spin, H-Hi, has the most magnetic flux.
H-Hi achieves σi ∼ 1 in the jet region close to the black hole,
and has higher values of σi (and lower values of βi) at all
radii compared to the magnetic reconnection model at the
same spin. This model also launches a mildly relativistic jet,
with Lorentz factor ≈ 2 at large radii.
While Fig. 4 shows that the gas temperature distribu-
tions are similar in all four models, the electron and ion tem-
peratures vary dramatically with the choice of heating pre-
scription. The distribution of the electron heating fraction δe
in the simulations is distinct for each heating prescription,
but shows only slight differences with spin. Because the tur-
bulent heating prescription deposits most of the dissipated
energy into electrons at low βi, models H-Lo and H-Hi both
show higher values of δe > 0.5 in the funnel. The more mag-
netized jet in model H-Hi makes this transition sharper, and
results in δe ∼ 1 at low polar angles for all radii (most easily
seen in the angular profiles in Fig. 6), while in model H-Lo,
δe only approaches unity at small radius. This distribution
of δe produces electrons that are hotter in the jet/funnel,
consistent with the simulations reported by Ressler et al.
(2017) and Sa¸dowski et al. (2017), though the absolute tem-
peratures seen in our models are lower due to the weaker
magnetic field. In all our models, electrons are relativistic in
the outflow and inner disc, with Θe > 1 (Te > 6 × 109 K),
but we do not observe the very high electron temperatures
Θe ∼ 100 seen in more magnetically dominated simulations.
Fig. 4 shows that the temperature ratio Te/Ti takes on values
between 0.05 and 3 for the turbulent heating prescription,
with an obvious structure proceeding from Te < Ti in the
disc near the equator to Te > Ti in the outflow and jet re-
gions where the magnetic field strength is larger, βi is lower,
and δe → 1.
In contrast, the magnetic reconnection prescription
never heats the electrons more than ions. Fig. 6 shows that
in the weakly magnetized regime explored by our models, δe
varies little with polar angle and does not exceed 0.3 on av-
erage. As a result, we find Te/Ti < 1 everywhere. While the
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Figure 4. Bulk gas properties of the four simulations. From top to bottom, quantities are shown for the spin 0 turbulent heating model
H-Lo, the spin 0 reconnection model R-Lo, the spin 0.9375 turbulent heating model H-Hi, and the spin 0.9375 reconnection model R-Hi.
The fluid quantities were rescaled to produce a 230 GHz flux density around 3.5 Jy (Bower et al. 2015) when observed at 60◦ inclination,
and were averaged in azimuth and time for 5000 tg. The resulting averages were symmetrized over the equatorial plane. From left to
right, the quantities displayed are the density ρ in g cm−3, the gas temperature Tgas in K, the electron temperature Te in K, the ion
temperature Ti in K, the electron-to-ion temperature ratio Te/Ti, and the effective gas adiabatic index Γgas.
magnetic reconnection fitting function does put more heat
in the electrons outside of the midplane where βi is lower,
the effect is small. Te/Ti takes on a value around 0.1 near
the equator and climbs to only around 0.15 at larger polar
angles. The electron temperatures in the outer disc, rele-
vant for free-free X-ray emission, are similar in both models
(around 109 K), despite the slightly larger electron heating
delivered by the reconnection model at these radii (see the
50 rg curve in Fig. 6).
The last column of Fig. 4 shows the effects of the elec-
tron heating on the total gas adiabatic index (equation A8).
Both turbulent heating models H-Lo and H-Hi show the to-
tal gas adiabatic index Γgas dropping to ≈ 1.4 in the funnel,
as in this region relativistic electrons with Γe ≈ 4/3 start
to dominate the fluid’s energy budget. However, even in the
models heated by magnetic reconnection, where electrons
always have less than 50 per cent of the total gas energy,
the gas adiabatic index is not exactly Γgas = 5/3. Out to
≈ 20 rg, the adiabatic index is closer to 1.6 than exactly
5/3, indicating the effects of relativistic electrons in lower-
ing the total gas adiabatic index even when they do not
constitute a majority of the fluid energy.
As a result of the distinct electron temperature distri-
butions that result from the two heating prescriptions, the
distributions of radiation power in Fig. 5 also are different.
In the turbulent heating prescription at low spin, H-Lo, high
electron temperatures in the outflow result in a bolomet-
ric radiation power distribution (both in synchrotron and
inverse Compton) that is roughly spherical. This spherical
distribution is present both in the total radiation power Gˆ0,
which is dominated by synchrotron emission, and in the in-
verse Compton power Gˆ0IC . In the magnetic reconnection
heating model R-Lo, electrons in the outflow are not dramat-
ically hotter than electrons in the disc, and due to their low
density make only a small contribution to the overall radia-
tion power. As a result, the distributions of synchrotron and
inverse Compton power in these models are disc-dominated.
At high spin the picture remains largely the same. Hotter
electron temperatures close to the black hole cause the mag-
netic reconnection model R-Hi to have a more isotropic dis-
tribution of synchrotron power, but the contribution from
the jet region is still significantly less than in the high spin
turbulent heating model, H-Hi. At both low and high spin,
the distributions of inverse Compton power show that us-
ing the magnetic reconnection heating model (R-Lo, R-Hi),
the Compton scattering is confined to the disc, whereas with
the turbulent heating model (H-Lo, H-Hi), inverse Compton
produces significant power at all angles.
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Figure 5. Additional azimuth and time-averaged properties of the four models. From left to right, the quantities displayed are the
electron heating fraction δe, the plasma magnetization σi, the ratio of ion thermal pressure to magnetic pressure βi, the total rest frame
radiation power Gˆ0 in erg s−1 cm−3, and the inverse Compton radiation power Gˆ0IC in the same units.
4.2 Spectra
After rescaling the density so that the average 230 GHz flux
density is approximately equal to that observed from Sgr A∗
(3.5 Jy), we computed spectra with HEROIC at a cadence
of every 10 tg within the 5000 tg window selected for each
model. In Fig. 7 we display the median Spectral Energy Dis-
tributions (SEDs) for all four models observed at 60◦ inclina-
tion, with the nominal ±1σ variability around the median
denoted by the shaded region (assuming the spectrum at
each frequency is Gaussian distributed, we take as the ±1σ
band the 68 per cent interval between the 15.9th percentile
and the 84.1th percentile). All models show the same char-
acteristic features. At frequencies lower than 1011 Hz, the
spectrum is dominated by optically thick synchrotron emis-
sion from the outer disc and outflow. The spectrum transi-
tions to an optically thin synchrotron peak around 1012 Hz
produced by emission in the inner disc close to the black
hole. An inverse Compton hump between 1014 and 1018 Hz
is produced from the Compton upscattering of NIR pho-
tons, and at X-ray frequencies the emission is dominated
by thermal free-free emission from radii out to r ∼ 50rg,
peaking at 1020 Hz. Fig. 8 shows the effect of inclination
angle on the spectrum. Relativistic beaming from viewing
the accretion disc edge-on (90◦) increases the luminosity of
the synchrotron peak and Compton hump from scattered
synchrotron photons, but does not significantly affect the
free-free X-ray emission produced at larger radii. This effect
is more pronounced for the spin 0.9375 models, as the orbital
velocity in these models is close to the black hole allows for
more intense relativistic beaming from higher-velocity gas.
The inverse Compton hump of the turbulent heating
models (H-Lo and H-Hi) is at higher frequencies compared
to the models heated by magnetic reconnection (R-Lo and
R-Hi). This is due to the fact that in the H models, inverse
Compton emission is produced in a spherical region around
the black hole, including contributions from hotter electrons
in the outflow, whereas in the R models, inverse Compton
scattering is confined to cooler electrons in the disc (see
Fig. 5).
All models match measurements of the high-frequency
radio spectrum from optically thin synchrotron between
1010.5 and 1012 Hz reasonably well. However, all models
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Figure 6. Azimuth and time-averaged fluid properties as a function of polar angle θ at four radii. Unlike in Figs. 4 and 5, these data
were not symmetrized over the equatorial plane. All quantities are plotted for each model at radii 5 rg (blue), 15 rg (green), 30 rg (red),
and 50 rg (brown). From top to bottom, the quantities displayed are the dimensionless electron temperature Θe = kBTe/mec
2, the
electron heating fraction δe, the plasma magnetization σi, and the ratio of ion thermal pressure to magnetic pressure βi.
under-predict the spectrum at low frequencies ν < 1010.5
Hz. The relatively flat low frequency slope (Lν ∝ ν0.2) (Fal-
cke et al. 1998; Herrnstein et al. 2004) could be the result
of an isothermal jet or outflow not captured by our simula-
tion (Mos´cibrodzka & Falcke 2013; Ressler et al. 2017), or
by emission from a population of high-energy non-thermal
electrons (O¨zel et al. 2000; Yuan et al. 2003; Davelaar et al.
2017). We note that Model H-Hi does the best job of fitting
the low frequency spectrum down to ∼ 1010.5 Hz whereas
the other three models start failing to fit the data around
1011 Hz. This may be due to the jet emission which dom-
inates the H-Hi model images at low frequencies (see Sec-
tion 4.4). Consequently, the inverse Compton emission in
models H-Lo and H-Hi is also more variable than in the cor-
responding magnetic reconnection models R-Lo and R-Hi.
X-ray emission is primarily produced by thermal
bremsstrahlung at larger radii out to r ∼ 50 rg, the largest
radius we use in our radiative transfer calculations. Because
all four models have roughly similar electron temperatures
∼ 109 K, the strength of the free-free peak at around 1020 Hz
is thus primarily determined by the disc density around this
radius, which is in turn set by the rescaling factor cho-
sen to match the observed 230 GHz flux density. At each
spin, because the turbulent heating models (H-Lo and H-
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Figure 7. Spectral energy distributions for the four models, calculated with HEROIC for an observer at 60◦ inclination. Spectra were
computed every 10 tg over a 5000 tg period (see Table 1 for the exact ranges). The solid blue curve shows the median spectrum for
each model, and the shaded blue region shows the nominal 1σ time-variability if we assume that the variability distribution is Gaussian
at each frequency. Data points in the radio and near-infrared are taken from references listed in Appendix C. Black data points show
radio measurements. Green data points are near-infrared upper limits, blue data points are near-infrared quiescent measurements, and
red data points are near-infrared flare measurements. The near-infrared spectral slope shown by the red line was taken from the flare
measurement in Gillessen et al. (2006) as νLν ∝ ν0.4. The lower shaded vertical band in the X-ray represents the range of potential
X-ray quiescent emission from the inner region of Sgr A∗, between 10 and 100 per cent of the total observed (Baganoff et al. 2003).
The upper shaded vertical X-ray band shows the range of observed X-ray flares (Neilsen et al. 2013). From left to right, top to bottom,
spectra are shown for the spin 0 turbulent heating model H-Lo, the spin 0 magnetic reconnection model R-Lo, the spin 0.9375 turbulent
heating model R-Hi, and the spin 0.9375 reconnection model R-Hi.
Hi) produce higher electron temperatures in the inner disc
and outflow, they are scaled to a lower density than the
corresponding magnetic reconnection heating models (R-Lo
and R-Hi). Similarly, the high spin models produce hotter
electron temperatures close to the black hole and therefore
have density scaling factors smaller than the corresponding
spin zero models, thus lowering their thermal free-free X-ray
peaks. With the exception of model R-Lo, all of the X-ray
spectra lie below the estimated quiescent luminosity from
the inner disc, which we take as 10 per cent of the total 2-10
keV X-ray luminosity measured by Baganoff et al. (2003).
With the addition of free-free emission outside the maxi-
mum radius of r = 50 rg used in our radiative transfer, it
is likely that model R-Lo would exceed the total luminosity
measured by Baganoff et al. (2003).
All models substantially under-predict the observed
quiescent near-infrared emission (blue data points in Fig. 7),
and the observed variability does not produce flares as
strong as those observed in Sgr A∗ (the red data points in
Fig. 7). In addition, the near-infrared spectral slope in our
models is sharply negative, whereas the spectral slope mea-
sured in near-infrared flares is positive (νLν ∝ ν0.4, Genzel
et al. 2003; Gillessen et al. 2006; Hornstein et al. 2007).
The positive near-infrared spectral index suggests that
flares may be produced by non-thermal electrons which are
not considered in our simulations. Ponti et al. (2017) mea-
sured the spectral index of a single strong flare in the near-
infrared and X-ray. In addition to confirming νLν ∝ ν0.4 in
near-infrared, they found the found a difference of ≈ 0.5 be-
tween the X-ray and near-infrared spectral indices, sugges-
tive of power-law emission with a synchrotron cooling break.
In future work using the method of Chael et al. (2017),
we will explore the production of near-infrared synchrotron
emission from electrons accelerated into power-law distribu-
tions around Sgr A∗.
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Figure 8. Median spectra for the model H-Hi taken at differ-
ent observer inclinations. Due to relativistic beaming of material
orbiting very close to the spin 0.9375 black hole, the main syn-
chrotron peak of the spectrum becomes more intense when the
system is viewed edge-on, while the free-free X-ray emission from
further out in the disc does not change appreciably with inclina-
tion.
4.3 Variability
Fig. 9 shows 230 GHz (1.3 mm) light curves for all four mod-
els observed at 60◦ inclination, and Fig. 10 shows normalized
near-infrared (2 µm) and X-ray (2 keV) lightcurves over the
same time range. The turbulent heating prescription simula-
tions (H-Lo, H-Hi) are more variable than their magnetic re-
connection counterparts at all frequencies, since more emis-
sion in these models is produced in the high-velocity out-
flow region away from the equatorial plane, while emission
is mostly confined to the disc in the reconnection models
(Fig. 4). In the extreme case, the spin zero reconnection
model R-Lo produces practically no 2 keV X-ray variability,
since Compton scattering in the cool disc does not produce
enough emission at this frequency to dominate over the sta-
ble quiescent thermal free-free X-ray emission from large
radii (See Fig. 7).
In all cases where they are present, the time variabil-
ity in the near-infrared and X-ray bands are correlated and
more rapidly varying than the millimetre emission. Consis-
tent with past studies (Chan et al. 2015b; Ressler et al.
2017), we reproduce the result that our X-ray flaring events
all have a near-infrared companion, whereas not all of our
near-infrared flares are also seen in X-rays. This matches
one qualitative result from observations (Yusef-Zadeh et al.
2009; Eckart et al. 2012), and is explained in our simula-
tions by X-ray flares being produced by local inverse Comp-
ton scattering of near-infrared photons generated by syn-
chrotron emission. However, none of the X-ray flares in our
four simulations or in the simulations of Chan et al. (2015b);
Ressler et al. (2017) is anywhere near as bright as those fre-
quently measured from Sgr A∗.
All our models fail to capture other important features
of Sgr A∗’s variability. Other than a few large spikes in the
near-infrared in model H-Hi, we see no flares more than 10
times brighter than the average, while flares up to 30 times
quiescence are seen in the near-infrared (Dodds-Eden et al.
2011; Witzel et al. 2012). We do not produce any strong X-
ray flares with brightness > 10 times the quiescent flux as
are observed on roughly 24 hour time-scales (Neilsen et al.
2013). As noted in Section 4.2, the spectral index of our
near-infrared flares is negative in νLν , while the measured
value is positive and seems to be stable over time. (Gillessen
et al. 2006; Ponti et al. 2017). This positive near-infrared
spectral index could be indicative of power-law non-thermal
electrons. To produce a positive νLν index above the sub-
millimetre peak with only thermal electrons would require
that near-infrared emission come from a distinct, stable re-
gion, which we do not observe on average in our simula-
tions. Furthermore, measurements of the near-infrared and
X-ray spectral indices suggest a cooling break between these
bands, indicating that the flaring emission in these bands is
synchrotron emission from a power-law non-thermal distri-
bution (Marrone et al. 2008; Dodds-Eden et al. 2009; Ponti
et al. 2017).
The 230 GHz variability is less pronounced in all cases
than the corresponding near-infrared emission, with vari-
ability occurring on longer time-scales (& 1 hr). The vari-
ability amplitude is also less than at shorter wavelengths.
The models heated by magnetic reconnection (R-Lo, R-Hi)
produce less 230 GHz variability, as their emission is con-
strained to the less-active disc midplane. The variability in
these models falls under the roughly ∼ 20 per cent intra-
day root-mean-square level observed at 230 GHz (Marrone
et al. 2008; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2009; Bower et al. 2015). In
contrast, both the models heated by the turbulent heating
prescription (H-Lo, H-Hi) show significantly more than the
20 per cent variability observed in Sgr A∗. Model H-Hi is the
most variable at 230 GHz, showing two large excursions with
amplitude more than 2 times the average level; these result
from sudden activity as material is ejected along the rela-
tively powerful jet. Such dramatic intraday 230 GHz flares
have not been observed from Sgr A∗.
4.4 Images
Images of our models at 60◦ inclination and 230 GHz, the
observing frequency of the EHT, are presented in Fig. 11. In
all models, the emission at 230 GHz is produced by optically
thin synchrotron. The linear scale images are similar among
the models. They are brightest on the approaching side of
the disc, where emission is relativistically beamed toward
the observer. The shadow of the black hole and photon ring
are visible in all four models, though slightly more emission
emerges from the disc in front of the black hole in models
R-Lo and R-Hi. The insensitivity of the appearance of the
black hole shadow to the choice of heating prescription in
these models is encouraging for the prospects of the EHT to
measure the size of the ring and thus test this strong-field
prediction of general relativity.
While the linear scale 230 GHz images are similar, the
log-scale images reveal significant differences. The models
heated by reconnection produce more extended disc emis-
sion, and the turbulent cascade heated models produce faint
emission in a jet at 230 GHz. Fig. 12 shows images of the
same snapshots at 43 GHz. At this frequency, the emission is
from optically thick synchrotron and the black hole shadow
is obscured in all models. The models heated by the tur-
bulent cascade prescription produce most of their 43 GHz
emission in the jet or outflow region at large polar angle. The
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Figure 9. 230 GHz lightcurves of the four models at a viewing angle of 60◦ over intervals of 5000 tg (≈ 27 hr). The lightcurves were all
normalized to be close the observed average flux density of Sgr A∗ (≈ 3.5 Jy, Bower et al. 2015). The line shows the mean value for each
lightcurve. The shaded band around the mean corresponds to 20 per cent variability; this is roughly the root-mean-square variability
level observed in Sgr A∗ (Marrone et al. 2008) at 230 GHz. Dotted lines denote a range of 40 per cent variability around the mean. All
models show variability on ∼hr time-scales. The models heated by magnetic reconnection have variability that falls within the observed
20 per cent range, while the models heated by turbulent dissipation (H-Lo and H-Hi) have larger variability amplitudes. Model H-Hi
shows two quasi-‘flares’ around 5 hr and 10 hr that produce excursions above two times the quiescent value.
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Figure 10. Normalized 2µm NIR and 2 keV X-ray lightcurves of the four models at a viewing angle of 60◦ over intervals of 5000 tg (≈ 27
hr). The curves are normalized to their mean value over the interval. Near-infrared variability arises in thermal synchrotron emission very
close to the black hole, and the variability time-scale is shorter than at 230 GHz. X-ray variability results from inverse Compton scattering
of near-infrared photons, and is therefore correlated with the near-infrared variability. In model R-Lo, inverse Compton scattering occurs
at low temperatures and does not upscatter enough photons to 2 keV to outshine the quiescent free-free emission from larger radii. In
the other models, all X-ray flaring events have a near-infrared counterpart, but some near-infrared peaks do not get upscattered to 2
keV. We see no strong X-ray flares with amplitudes > 10 times quiescence.
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Figure 11. 230 GHz (observing frequency of the Event Horizon Telescope) snapshot images at 60◦ inclination. The top row shows
images with a linear scale, while the bottom row uses a log scale with a dynamic range of 10,000. The black hole shadow is apparent in
all linear scale images. In log scale, the models heated by the turbulent cascade model show emission in the outflow/jet around 100–1000
times fainter than the Doppler-boosted disc emission, while the magnetic reconnection models have all their emission confined to the
disc.
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Figure 12. The same snapshots presented in Fig. 11 at 43 GHz and 60◦ inclination. The top row shows images with a linear scale
and the bottom row with a log scale. At this lower frequency, the models heated by the damped turbulent cascade prescription show a
pronounced jet, particularly the high spin model H-Hi, which launches a mildly relativistic jet. The magnetic reconnection heated discs
produce larger, dimmer images at this wavelength, with emission produced only in the thick disc.
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Figure 13. Average image sizes as a function of wavelength for the four models at 60◦ inclination. Images were averaged over 5000 tg
and the image size in the major and minor axis were calculated by fitting an elliptical Gaussian to the image Fourier transform. The
major axis FWHM data are plotted in blue and the minor axis data are plotted in red. From left to right, sizes are presented for models
H-Lo, R-Lo, H-Hi, and R-Hi. The image size grows with wavelength in all cases. In the optically thin regime at wavelengths shorter than
1.3 mm, all the models behave similarly, with similar image sizes growing linearly with wavelength. At longer wavelengths, the models
using the turbulent heating prescription show a large anisotropy as the jet/polar outflow begins to dominate the emission, while the
models heated by magnetic reconnection remain isotropic.
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Figure 14. Average image sizes at 230 GHz for the four models as
a function of inclination angle. Images were averaged over 5000 tg
and the image size in the major and minor axis were calculated
by fitting an elliptical Gaussian to the image Fourier transform.
The image sizes are plotted as bands marking the range of values
between the fitted major axis FWHM and minor axis FWHM
at each inclination angle. The range of values for the East–West
230 GHz image size measured by the EHT (56 ± 6µas Johnson
et al. 2018) is plotted as a yellow band. In all cases, the image
size grows with decreasing inclination angle as Doppler beaming
becomes less significant. All four models satisfy the EHT con-
straint at a given inclination, but model R-Hi only falls within
the measurements at nearly face-on inclination.
0.9375 spin model H-Hi has a strong jet collimated around
the polar axis, while the polar outflow in the spin zero model
is less collimated but still produces an image elongated along
the axis perpendicular to the disc.
To measure the image size and anisotropy at various
wavelengths, we define a representative ‘size’ for each im-
age that is motivated by interferometric observations per-
formed by the VLBA and EHT. Specifically, each baseline
joining two sites of an interferometric array samples a visi-
bility I˜(u), given by the Fourier transform of the image I(x)
(Thompson et al. 2017):
I˜(u) =
∫
d2x I(x) e−2piiu·x. (15)
In this expression, x is an angular coordinate on the image
measured in radians, and u is the baseline vector measured
in units of the observing wavelength. On a short baseline
that only partially resolves the source, we obtain
I˜(u) ≈
∫
d2x I(x)
[
1− 2piiu · x− 2pi2 (u · x)2] . (16)
The term linear in u gives a visibility phase slope with
baseline length that is proportional to the position of the
image centroid. Very Long Baseline Interferometry usually
lacks absolute phase referencing, so we can define the im-
age centroid to be at the origin and discard the linear term.
Short baselines will then see a quadratic fall in the visibil-
ity amplitude
∣∣∣I˜(u)∣∣∣ with increasing baseline length. The
quadratic coefficient is proportional to the second moment
of the image projected along the baseline vector direction.
Thus, we can define the characteristic size along a specified
direction in terms of this second moment. In general, the size
is anisotropic and will be defined by a quantity analogous to
the image moment of inertia tensor. We follow observational
conventions and give the image major and minor axis sizes
in terms of the equivalent Gaussian major axis full width at
half maximum (FWHM), minor axis FWHM, and position
angle (measured east of north). For example,
θmaj =
√
−2 ln(2)
pi2I0
∇2uˆmaj I˜(u)
⌋
u=0
, (17)
where θmaj is the characteristic FWHM of the major axis,
I0 ≡ I˜(0) is the total flux density of the image, and ∇2uˆmaj is
the second directional derivative along the direction of the
major axis.
For each model, we generate grtrans synchrotron im-
ages at 22, 43, 86, 240, 230, 345, and 490 GHz and time
average them over the 5000 tg range considered (Table 1).
While we do not reproduce the low-frequency spectrum in
any of our models, all the frequencies we examine here are
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high enough to approximately match the measured spectrum
of Sgr A∗ (see Fig. 7), although at 22 GHz the divergence of
the model spectra from the data starts to be noticeable. We
then determined the image size and orientation according to
the definition above (equation 17).
In Fig. 13, we show the resulting FWHMs of the major
and minor axes for the four models observed at 60◦ incli-
nation. We see that in the optically thin regime at wave-
lengths shorter than 1.3 mm, all models produce approxi-
mately isotropic images that grow linearly with wavelength.
At longer wavelengths in the optically thick regime, the
models heated via the turbulent cascade prescription (H-
Lo, H-Hi) show a large anisotropy as the jet or polar out-
flow begins to dominate the emission. In contrast, the mod-
els heated by magnetic reconnection (R-Lo, R-Hi) remain
isotropic.
The transition to jet-dominated emission at low fre-
quencies in the turbulent heating models results from the
way the Howes (2010) prescription puts most of the dissi-
pated energy into the electrons in the polar regions (Figs. 4
and 6). This ‘disc-jet’ structure is consistent with Ressler
et al. (2017), who used the same heating prescription (in
a more magnetized system). This ‘disc-jet’ has been ap-
plied in previous phenomenological models (e.g. Falcke &
Biermann 1995; Yuan et al. 2002) and has been applied
to GRMHD simulations by setting the electron tempera-
ture in post-processing (e.g. Mos´cibrodzka & Falcke 2013;
Mos´cibrodzka et al. 2014). This structure is not present in
our models heated by magnetic reconnection, which does
not deposit enough heat in the polar regions to allow the
low-density fluid there to make a substantial contribution
to the emission. Instead, the 43 GHz emission in these mod-
els is confined to the disc and the image is roughly circular
when observed at 60◦. Unlike the emergence of the black hole
shadow in the optically thin synchrotron emission around
230 GHz, the ‘disc-jet’ structure at low frequencies is not a
generic prediction of our GRMHD models, but is dependent
on the choice of heating prescription.
We can compare the image size predictions from our
models with interferometric measurements of Sgr A∗ made
over the same frequency range. However, these comparisons
are complicated by the effects of strong interstellar scatter-
ing for the line of sight to Sgr A∗, with angular broadening
from scattering dominating over intrinsic structure at wave-
lengths longer than a few millimeters. While many authors
have inferred the intrinsic size of Sgr A∗ at millimetre and
centimetre wavelengths by deconvolving these scattering ef-
fects, uncertainties in the scattering kernel render these es-
timates highly uncertain (see, e.g., Psaltis et al. 2015). The
most secure image size estimates are those made with the
EHT at 1.3mm, where the scattering effects are minimal,
but these suffer from the additional limitation of extremely
sparse baseline coverage. While early estimates of the source
size found a size of approximately 40µas from a direct Gaus-
sian fit to the data, more recent data have found visibility
amplitudes on shorter baselines that are widely discrepant
from the Gaussian fit Johnson et al. (2015); Lu et al. (2018).
Thus, the appropriate representative image size at 1.3 mm
should be estimated by taking the second moment of mod-
els that do fit the short- and intermediate-baseline data.
For instance, the annulus model from Johnson et al. (2015)
gives a size along the East-West direction of 58 µas. For
comparison, the annulus model from Doeleman et al. (2008)
gives a characteristic size of 51 µas. Following Johnson et al.
(2018), we adopt 50−62µas as a representative range of im-
age size along the East-West direction, as constrained by
current EHT data.
In Fig. 14, we show average image sizes fit to the time-
averaged images at 230 GHz for our four models as a func-
tion of inclination angle. The image sizes are plotted as
bands marking the range of values between the fitted major
axis FWHM and minor axis FWHM at each inclination an-
gle. In all our models at 1.3 mm, the image size grows with
decreasing inclination angle as Doppler beaming becomes
less significant. All four models satisfy the EHT constraint
for at least one inclination angle. While models R-Lo, H-Lo,
and H-Hi produce sizes consistent with observations at incli-
nations higher than 45◦, model R-Hi produces the smallest
images and only falls within the measurements at nearly
face-on inclination.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Comparison to Ressler et al. 2017
Prior to the present work, Ressler et al. (2017) presented a
GRMHD simulation of Sgr A∗ with a black hole spin of 0.5,
using the Howes (2010) turbulent cascade prescription to
heat the electrons. Our simulation method differs from that
of Ressler et al. (2017) in some notable ways. Their work
includes the anisotropic conduction of heat along magnetic
field lines, which we ignore, although they report this con-
duction has little effect on the spectrum and image of Sgr A∗.
Ressler et al. (2017) ignore the radiative cooling of electrons
and Coulomb coupling of electrons to ions, while we include
both. Again, these effects are mostly unimportant for very
low accretion rate systems like Sgr A∗. Note that radiative
cooling in particular will become significant at higher accre-
tion rates & 10−6 M˙Edd, and Coulomb coupling at higher
densities and accretion rates.
Most notably, Ressler et al. (2017) uses a fixed adia-
batic index Γgas = 5/3 in evolving the total gas, from which
the dissipation is identified. In a separate post-processing
step they set Γe = 4/3 in evolving the electrons and esti-
mating their temperature. In the trans-relativistic regime of
the accretion flow in Sgr A∗, electrons transition from non-
relativistic (Θe < 1,Γe ≈ 5/3) at large radii to relativistic
(Θe > 1,Γe ≈ 4/3) at radii close to the black hole and
in the outflow. As a result, the effective adiabatic index of
the total gas (equation A8) will not be fixed at 5/3, even if
electrons are cooler than ions or have less than 50 per cent
of the thermal energy (see Fig. 5). Changes in the effective
adiabatic indices in different regions of the simulation will
affect the thermodynamics and the amount of dissipation
identified in the numerical evolution. For instance, in the
simple analytic shock test model presented in Ressler et al.
(2015), a gas with an adiabatic index Γgas < 5/3 produces
more dissipation and heats electrons to higher temperatures.
This difference could be important, especially in the jet re-
gion where Γgas is well below 5/3. The different treatment
of the species and total gas adiabatic indices presented in
Ressler et al. (2015, 2017) versus Sa¸dowski et al. (2017) and
the present work, and the different effects on the amount
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of dissipation identified between the treatments, deserves
further study, particularly in more magnetized systems (see
Section 5.2).
Despite the various differences in approach described
above, the picture from the low and high spin turbulent
cascade models (H-Lo, H-Hi) in the present work and the
model presented in Ressler et al. (2017) (at spin 0.5) is
largely consistent. All three models produce similar corre-
lated near-infrared and X-ray variability from synchrotron
self-Compton, and obtain a consistent spectrum at millime-
tre wavelengths. All these models show more variability at
230 GHz than the approximately 20 per cent observed. In
the 230 GHz images, both Ressler et al. (2017) and our tur-
bulent cascade models show a pronounced photon ring and a
‘disc-jet’ structure, where lower frequency emission is domi-
nated by a jet or polar outflow. In this outflow, electrons are
heated to high temperatures due to the strong β-dependence
of the Howes (2010) turbulent heating prescription.
Ressler et al. (2017) note that using the Howes (2010)
turbulent heating prescription self-consistently produces the
‘disc-jet’ morphology that had been invoked in previous
studies (Falcke & Biermann (1995); Yuan et al. (2002);
Mos´cibrodzka et al. (2014); Chan et al. (2015a)) to explain
the low-frequency Sgr A∗ spectrum. The main strength of
these disc-jet phenomenological models is in reproducing
the radio spectrum with an isothermal jet. Earlier works
have produced a ‘disc-jet’ structure by setting the electron
temperature manually in post-processing. For instance, both
Mos´cibrodzka et al. (2014) and Chan et al. (2015a) identify
‘jet’ and ‘disc’ regions in their single temperature GRMHD
simulations based on some criteria and then apply a constant
Te in the jet and a constant ratio Te/Ti elsewhere. Although
a jet is visible in images at frequencies < 230 GHz in models
heated by the Howes (2010) turbulent heating prescription,
none of the self-consistent thermodynamic models presented
in Ressler et al. (2017) or the present work reproduce an
isothermal outflow.
In this work, we have shown that when we use a differ-
ent physically motivated heating prescription, namely mag-
netic reconnection, the disc-jet structure vanishes, at least
in the thermal emission. Thus, ‘disc-jet’ morphology is not
a guaranteed outcome of simulations of Sgr A∗ with self-
consistent electron heating. The form of the heating is im-
portant in determining the image shape and evolution with
wavelength. Even when the ‘disc-jet’ structure is present, it
remains unclear how to provide the jet with the additional
heating needed for it to remain isothermal.
5.2 Disc Magnetization
A key difference between the spectra of our models using the
Howes (2010) turbulent heating prescription and the spec-
trum presented by Ressler et al. (2017) is that their model
produces substantially more near-infrared synchrotron emis-
sion, and meets (or even exceeds) measurements of the
quiescent near-infrared and X-ray emission. This is most
likely because they consider a disc that is substantially more
magnetized than ours. The dimensionless magnetic flux
ΦBH/(M˙c)
1/2rg ≈ 40 in their model, which is close to the
MAD saturation value of ≈ 50 (Tchekhovskoy et al. 2011).
In contrast, our models all have ΦBH/(M˙c)
1/2rg < 10 (see
Table 1).
As a result, when compared to our models H-Lo and
H-Hi, Ressler et al. (2017)’s simulation has much lower βi
and a much higher σi in the outflow and close to the black
hole. Whereas we only see σi > 1 at the innermost radii in
our high spin model H-Hi, Ressler et al. (2017) find large
σi > 1 in a substantial part of the outflow closest to the
axis (though they exclude this region from their radiative
transfer). In their model, βi averaged over the inner 25 rg
drops below 10−1 at polar angles < 30◦ and > 150◦, while
we only see similar behavior at 5 rg in the spin 0.9375 model.
Consequently, the heating rate δe in their model is greater
at a given radius and polar angle than in our simulations H-
Lo and H-Hi. Temperatures in their model reach Θe ≈ 100,
whereas our maximum Θe is 30 in model H-Hi (see Fig. 6).
This combination of hot electrons and strong magnetic
fields in the inner disc and outflow combine to produce more
near-infrared synchrotron in the Ressler et al. (2017) simula-
tion, and the median spectrum presented in their work goes
though the measured quiescent values from Sgr A∗. However,
just as in our models, their simulation fails to reproduce the
measured near-infrared flare spectral slope (νLν ∝ ν0.3) or
the large observed flare amplitudes in both the near-infrared
and X-ray. In fact, the normalized variability in their mod-
els is quite similar to our model H-Lo in the millimetre,
near-infrared, and X-ray. In the 230 GHz emission, both our
model H-Lo and their model show variability amplitudes on
the order of 40 per cent relative to the mean, which is sig-
nificantly larger than the observed root-mean-square range
of of 20 per cent (Marrone et al. 2008). In the near-infrared
and X-ray, all excursions are contained within one order of
magnitude from the mean and no strong flares are gener-
ated.
When the near-infrared quiescent emission in Ressler
et al. (2017)’s simulation is inverse Compton upscattered to
X-ray frequencies, it results in more quiescent X-ray emis-
sion than we see in any of our models, at the upper limit
of the quiescent range of 10 – 100 per cent of the Baganoff
et al. (2003) value. This is despite the fact that Ressler et al.
(2017) do not include bremsstrahlung emission. It seems
likely that if this were included, their model would over-
predict the total measured Sgr A∗ quiescent X-ray emission.
As the turbulent heating prescription puts nearly 100 per
cent of the energy into electrons in the jet and close to the
black hole, at higher disc magnetizations the gas adiabatic
index Γgas will become closer to 4/3 than 5/3 in a substantial
part of the accretion flow. In this regime, the self-consistent
treatment of the adiabatic index Γgas used in KORAL could
become important and lead to different results for the jet lu-
minosity and spectrum from those reported in Ressler et al.
(2017).
5.3 The need for a non-thermal population
Our four models all produce spectra that match observations
of Sgr A∗ at frequencies near the synchrotron peak around
1011–1012 Hz (Fig. 7). In addition, they all produce 230 GHz
images consistent with the size measured by the EHT over
some range of inclination angle (Fig. 14). However, none of
our models reproduce the characteristic large-amplitude X-
ray flares observed∼daily from Sgr A∗, they all underpredict
the quiescent near-infrared emission. In addition, they do
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not show bright infrared flares with hard spectra, and they
fail to reproduce the low-frequency radio spectral slope.
While an isothermal jet can fit the low-frequency ra-
dio data (Yuan et al. 2002; Mos´cibrodzka et al. 2014; Chan
et al. 2015a), a high-energy non-thermal electron population
is another potential solution (O¨zel et al. 2000; Yuan et al.
2003). Recently, Davelaar et al. (2017) have applied a hy-
brid non-thermal-thermal κ distribution function in the jet
in postprocessing Sgr A∗ GRMHD simulations. They show
that non-thermal electrons in the jet can match both the rel-
atively flat low frequency spectrum and the measured near-
infrared spectral index. This effectively recovers the ‘disc-
jet’ model, but lights up the jet with non-thermal particles
instead of hot, thermal electrons, similar to the original disc-
jet model of Falcke & Biermann (1995).
No thermal-only model has successfully reproduced
the observed infrared variability or X-ray flares from
Sgr A∗. Chan et al. (2015b), Ressler et al. (2017), and the
present work all reproduce the observed qualitative behavior
whereby spikes in the X-ray always correspond to a near-
infrared event, but the converse is not always true. This
behavior is a natural result of synchrotron self-Compton,
whereby the X-ray flares are generated by inverse Compton
upscattering from near-infrared synchrotron photons. How-
ever, neither this work nor previous works have successfully
reproduced the large flare amplitudes observed in the X-
ray and near-infrared, nor the positive νLν power-law slope
measured in the near-infrared (Genzel et al. 2003; Gillessen
et al. 2006; Hornstein et al. 2007). The positive spectral
index is a particularly important clue pointing toward non-
thermal electrons, as no thermal synchrotron model that
peaks in the submillimetre can produce a positive spec-
tral index in the near-infrared. Furthermore, Marrone et al.
(2008); Dodds-Eden et al. (2009); Ponti et al. (2017) report
a spectral index difference of ≈ 0.5 between the X-ray and
near-infrared, suggestive of a synchrotron cooling break be-
tween the near-infrared and X-ray.
The large amplitudes of the observed near-infrared and
X-ray flares again point to non-thermal electrons. Ball et al.
(2016) demonstrated that inserting localized patches of non-
thermal electrons in post-processing can produce strong X-
ray flares of greater than 10 times the quiescent value. Li
et al. (2017) used an analytic MHD model to show that mag-
netic reconnection of flux ropes powering the acceleration
of non-thermal electrons can reproduce the main features of
near-infrared and X-ray flares from non-thermal synchrotron
radiation. Cooling non-thermal electrons in a strong B field
also provides an alternative explanation to synchrotron self-
Compton for the observed correlations between X-ray and
near-infrared flares and the shorter lifetimes of the X-ray
flares (Kusunose & Takahara 2011).
To properly explore the signatures of non-thermal emis-
sion one should include non-thermal particle acceleration
and self-consistent evolution in the GRMHD simulation.
Chael et al. (2017) have developed a code that does precisely
this. In a forthcoming work, we will explore the effects of
physically-motivated sub-grid acceleration models (such as
particle acceleration from reconnection, observed in trans-
relativistic simulations by Werner et al. (2018); Ball et al.
(2018). We will use physically motivated models to accel-
erate a fraction of electrons into power-law distributions in
Sgr A∗simulations, and explore their evolution and effects on
the radio spectral slope, near-infrared and X-ray variability,
and near-infrared spectral index.
6 SUMMARY
We have performed four two-temperature GRRMHD simu-
lations of Sgr A∗ using different combinations of black hole
spin and electron heating prescriptions. Our heating pre-
scriptions are motivated by different models for the plasma
microphysics around Sgr A∗. We have introduced a new
heating prescription (equation 13) based on PIC simulations
of anti-parallel magnetic reconnection presented in Rowan
et al. (2017). We compare this model with the Landau-
damped turbulent cascade prescription of Howes (2010).
These two heating prescriptions have starkly different quali-
tative features. The turbulent heating prescription is a sharp
function of the ratio of the gas pressure to magnetic pressure
βi, putting almost all the dissipated energy into electrons at
low βi and almost all energy into ions at high βi (Fig. 1).
In contrast, the model fit to particle-in-cell simulations of
reconnection varies less rapidly with βi and never puts more
than half of the heat into electrons (Fig. 3).
This difference in the heating prescriptions has ma-
jor effects on the properties of the accretion flow, as well
as on the resulting simulated spectra and images. Under
the turbulent cascade heating prescription, even though our
simulations have a relatively weak magnetic field, electrons
are heated to very high temperatures in the funnel and are
cooler in the disc. In contrast, the reconnection heating pre-
scription heats electrons by nearly the same fraction every-
where (Fig. 6). Energy is mostly radiated from the disc in
our two simulations using the reconnection heating prescrip-
tion, whereas with turbulent heating a significant amount of
the radiation comes from the jet and outflow. This is par-
ticularly true in the high spin model H-Hi, which launches
a mildly relativistic (Lorentz factor ≈2) jet (Fig. 5).
Once normalized to the 230 GHz flux density observed
for Sgr A∗, the spectra of all the four models match obser-
vations and are similar over the range 1011–1012 Hz (Fig. 7).
However, none of our thermal models can reproduce the
low frequency radio spectrum nor the near-infrared flux
density and spectral index. While the variability from syn-
chrotron self-Compton produces a correlation between the
near-infrared and X-ray that is qualitatively similar to the
observed behavior, we do not see any large near-infrared
or X-ray flares (Fig. 10). Because more of their emission
comes from the outflow and jet, the models heated by the
turbulent cascade prescription are highly variable, and ex-
ceed the 20 per cent level of root-mean-square variability
measured for Sgr A∗. The models heated by reconnection,
on the other hand, all lie within the 20 per cent variability
bands at 230 GHz (Fig. 9).
We found that all four models produce 230 GHz images
with distinct shadows and photon rings. All models produce
average 230 GHz images that are consistent with the size
measured by the EHT over some range of inclination. Con-
sistent with past studies, the turbulent heating prescription
simulations produce images that are dominated by an out-
flow or jet at frequencies lower than 230 GHz. In contrast,
neither simulation using the magnetic reconnection heating
prescription produces a jet in the image at lower frequencies
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(Figs. 12 and 13). Thus we conclude that while the tran-
sition of the synchrotron emission from optically thick to
optically thin and the emergence of the black hole shadow
around 230 GHz is a universal feature in all our models,
a ‘disc-jet’ structure is not. It is sensitive to the choice of
thermal electron heating prescription.
Our work explores only weakly magnetized discs, and
further simulations must be performed to compare differ-
ent heating mechanisms in discs at or near the MAD limit.
However, while more magnetized simulations may produce
higher near-infrared and X-ray quiescent flux, simply taking
our thermal two-temperature simulation to greater magne-
tizations is unlikely to produce either the correct radio or
near-infrared spectral indices or strong X-ray flares. Re-
cent work in adding non-thermal electron distributions to
GRMHD simulations in postprocessing (Ball et al. 2016;
Davelaar et al. 2017) has supported earlier analytic work
(O¨zel et al. 2000; Yuan et al. 2003; Kusunose & Takahara
2011) indicating that high-energy non-thermal populations
are necessary to solve these remaining problems in modelling
Sgr A∗’s spectrum and variability. Electron acceleration to
non-thermal energies is observed in particle-in-cell simula-
tions of trans-relativistic reconnection (Werner et al. 2018;
Ball et al. 2018). In a future work, we will couple the self-
consistent non-thermal electron evolution method developed
in Chael et al. (2017) with physical models of relativistic,
non-thermal electron acceleration.
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APPENDIX A: THERMODYNAMIC
RELATIONS
Here we present the thermodynamic relations used in KORAL
which relate the species temperatures, pressures, and energy
densities. The following equations are applicable for both
ions and electrons, using the appropriate mass mi,e. From
charge neutrality, the electron and ion number densities are
equal ne = ni = n = ρ/mi.
The ions and electrons are considered to each be in rel-
ativistic, nondegenerate thermal Maxwell-Ju¨ttner distribu-
tions. At a given temperature T and number density n, the
pressure and energy density for a given species are (Chan-
drasekhar 1939)
p = nkBT, (A1)
u =
p
Γ(Θ)− 1 (A2)
Γ(Θ)− 1 = Θ
(
3K3 (1/Θ) +K1 (1/Θ)
4K2 (1/Θ)
− 1
)−1
, (A3)
where Γ is the the adiabatic index Θ = kBT/mc
2 is the
dimensionless temperature, andKn(x) is the modified Bessel
function of order n. The classical entropy per particle for the
Maxwell-Ju¨ttner distribution is
s/kB =
K1 (1/Θ)
ΘK2 (1/Θ)
+ ln
[
ΘK2 (1/Θ)
n
]
+ C, (A4)
where C is an integration constant.
Because the exact expressions above involve expensive
Bessel functions and are difficult to invert, we use approx-
imate forms when evolving equations (2) and (3) in KORAL.
Our self-consistent approximation is based on a fitting func-
tion to the specific heat at constant volume, which we can
integrate to find expressions for the internal energy and en-
tropy per particle (see Appendix A of Sa¸dowski et al. 2017).
Our approximate equation for the adiabatic index and in-
ternal energy is:
u(Θ)
p(Θ)
=
1
Γ(Θ)− 1 ≈ 3−
3
5Θ
ln
[
1 +
5Θ
2
]
, (A5)
The entropy per particle is
s/kB ≈ ln
[
Θ3/2(Θ + 2/5)3/2
n
]
+ C, (A6)
where we set the arbitrary integration constant C = 0.
Equation (A6) is easy to invert to get the species di-
mensionless temperature Θ:
Θ ≈ 1
5
√1 + 25 [n exp s
kB
]2/3
− 1
 . (A7)
Equation (A5) cannot be analytically inverted to solve for
Θ from u. Since this inversion only needed a few times per
timestep, we follow Chael et al. (2017) and use a Newton-
Raphson solver to invert equation (A5) when necessary. This
differs from the treatment in Sa¸dowski et al. (2017) which
used a simpler but inconsistent fitting function for u(Θ)
which could be directly inverted.
Because the separate species pressures and energy den-
sities must add to the total gas pressure and energy density
(pi +pe = p, ui +ue = u), the gas temperature and adiabatic
index are (for pure ionized hydrogen)
Tgas =
1
2
(Ti + Te) (A8)
Γgas − 1 = (Γi − 1) (Γe − 1) (Ti/Te + 1)
(Ti/Te) (Γe − 1) + (Γi − 1) . (A9)
APPENDIX B: COORDINATE SYSTEM AND
INITIAL CONDITIONS
Our grid is defined by a mapping that takes our code co-
ordinates x1, x2, x3 is to standard Kerr-Schild coordinates
(Gammie et al. 2003) (r, θ, φ) in the Kerr metric. We choose
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Figure B1. Coordinate grid and initial torii for the two spin zero
models R-Lo and H-Lo (left), and for the two spin 0.9375 models
R-Hi and H-Hi (right). White contours indicate magnetic field
lines.
a coordinate mapping that is exponential in r and concen-
trates grid cells near the equator. We also choose a func-
tional form that naturally ‘cylindrifies’ our grid cells closer
to the poles, expanding them laterally at small radii so that
the coordinates in the inner region are more cylindrical than
spherical. This greatly speeds up the simulation by limiting
the time step constraint imposed by the Courant condition
(Tchekhovskoy et al. 2011).
Our grid is defined by the equations:
r = ex1 + r0
θ =
pi
2
{
1 + tan
[
pih0
(
(1− 2x2)
(
2p(y2 − y1)
(ex1 + r0)
p + y1
)
+
(B1)(
x2 − 1
2
))]
cot
[
pih0
2
]}
φ = x3 (B2)
The parameter r0 < 0 changes the grid spacing near the ori-
gin, with a smaller |r0| placing more cells near rmin. Increas-
ing parameter h > 0 concentrates cells toward the equato-
rial plane. Making y1 > 0 larger (at fixed h) increases the
minimum polar angle at large r, and increasing y2 > 0 in-
creases the minimum polar angle at small r. Adjusting p > 0
changes how quickly the minimum polar angle at a given
radius changes between the value at rmin and the value at
rmax. For all our simulations, we fixed h0 = 0.7, y2 = 0.02,
y1 = 0.002, p = 1.3. For the spin a = 0 simulations, we chose
r0 = −2, while for a = 0.9375, r0 = −1.35.
The initial gas torus was set using the Penna et al.
(2013) model, which defines a torus that has an angular
momentum profile that is proportional to Keplerian over
a certain radial range [rk,min, rk,max]. The equatorial plane
angular momentum is constant outside these limits. The adi-
abatic index is fixed at Γgas = 5/3 in setting up the initial
torus. The spin zero models R-Lo, H-Lo were initialized with
an inner edge at 10 rg, a transition to a angular momentum
profile with values ξ = 0.708 times the Keplerian value in
the range [42rg, 1000rg]. The spin 0.9375 torus was nearly
identical, except that the strong dependence of the Penna
et al. (2013) model on spin means that setting the inner edge
at 10rg produces a torus that nearly fills the entire grid. To
avoid this, we set the inner edge at 11 rg, keeping all other
values fixed.
The initial magnetic field is set up in the torus with
alternating dipolar field loops, with the field strength nor-
malized such that the maximum value of βi in the midplane
is 10−2. In all models, the initial energy in electrons was
taken to be 1 per cent of the total gas energy, with the re-
mainder in ions. The initial torus is surrounded by a static
atmosphere with an r2 profile and negligible mass and en-
ergy density. The initial radiation energy density is negli-
gible everywhere. Our initial torii and simulation grids are
displayed in Fig. B1.
APPENDIX C: OBSERVATIONAL DATA
The data points presented in the spectra in Figs. 7 and 8 are
mostly the same as plotted in the spectra in Ressler et al.
(2017) with some additions.
We take radio and millimetre points from Falcke et al.
(1998) over the range 1.46–235.6 GHz, from An et al. (2005)
over the range 0.33–42.9 GHz, from Bower et al. (2015) in
the range 1.6–352.6 GHz and from Liu et al. (2016a) and Liu
et al. (2016b) in the interval 93–709 GHz and at 492 GHz,
respectively. 230 GHz measurements of the total flux density
using the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) were taken from
Doeleman et al. (2008) and Johnson et al. (2015).
Infrared upper limits were taken from Cotera et al.
(1999) in the range 8.7–24.5 µm, from Genzel & Eckart
(1999) at 2.2 µm and Scho¨del et al. (2007) at 8.6 µm. Gen-
zel et al. (2003) provide infrared flux density measurements
for both the quiescent state and flares at 1.76, 2.16, and
3.76 µm. Scho¨del et al. (2011) provides quiescent state mea-
surements at 2.1, 3.8, and 4.8 µm, and Witzel et al. (2012)
reports a quiescent value at 2.2 µm.
We include a range of X-ray flare luminosities over the
range 2-10 keV reported in Neilsen et al. (2013), and our
measure of the quiescent X-ray luminosity is taken from
Baganoff et al. (2003). As Neilsen et al. (2013) notes that
only about 10 per cent of the X-ray quiescent luminosity is
produced in the inner accretion flow, we denote the range
between 10 per cent and 100 per cent of the Baganoff et al.
(2003) measurement as the lower shaded band in Figs. 7 8.
Simple estimates of the root-mean-square (RMS) vari-
ability in the 230 GHz light curve were plotted as 20 and
40 per cent bands in Fig. 9. Marrone et al. (2008); Yusef-
Zadeh et al. (2009); Bower et al. (2015) all report a value of
roughly 20 per cent RMS variability relative to the mean.
Finally, the 230 GHz image size estimate in the E-W direc-
tion comes from Event Horizon Telescope data reported in
Doeleman et al. (2008) and Johnson et al. (2015).
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